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Abstract. Nowadays, one of the most important criteria in designing di�erent generations
of cellular technology is to handle a large number of heterogeneous devices with high
security guarantees. The �rst signi�cant security issue considered in this �eld is the
mutual authentication of the devices and the network as well as the authenticated key
agreement between them. Hence, various Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA)
protocols were proposed for Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and 5G networks. However, each
of the protocols su�ers various security and performance issues. This study proposes a
Group-based Secure Lightweight Authentication and Key Agreement (GSL-AKA) protocol
for Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication. Security analysis and formal veri�cation
using the Automated Validation of Internet Security-sensitive Protocols and Applications
(AVISPA) tool prove that the proposed protocol overcomes various known security attacks
and provides all the considered security requirements. Moreover, performance analysis
shows that the communication and computation overheads of the proposed protocol are
the lowest of all other existing group-based AKA protocols.
© 2022 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Wireless telecommunication technology is constantly
growing. Currently, the telecommunication technol-
ogy is being developed to provide wide and secure
communications between things with di�erent appli-
cations around the world. Moreover, full support for
Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the most important
parts in the design of the next generation of mobile
communications system (5G). Machine Type Commu-
nication (MTC), also known as Machine-to-Machine
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(M2M) communication, is an important practical ap-
plication of the IoT. In M2M communication, MTC
Devices (MTCDs) simply communicate with each other
through wired and wireless networks. This type of
communication has a variety of applications such as
smart health-care systems, smart cities, remote control
systems of industrial robots, smart electricity grids,
and vehicles tracing and tracking systems [1{3].

The 3GPP architecture for M2M communication
in Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and 5G networks in-
cludes three communication parties: Home Subscriber
Server (HSS), Mobile Management Entity (MME),
and MTCDs. The role of each entity and how to
communicate between them are fully explained in [4].
The group-based Authentication and Key Agreement
(AKA) protocols for M2M communication mutually
authenticate a group of MTCDs and network entities
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(MME and HSS) and share some secret session keys
between each MTCD and the network. These protocols
provide a secure communication between MTCDs and
the network and prevent eavesdropping and modifying
the messages transmitted through wireless channels.

Security and privacy are the main challenges for
M2M communication [5]. Moreover, the MTCDs,
such as mobile devices and smart cards, have limited
computing sources and most of them are not capable
to communicate independently with the network. In
addition, if each MTCD performs the AKA protocol in-
dividually, the network will face signi�cant congestion
and huge communication and computation overheads
[6]. Hence, it is necessary to propose a group-based
secure and lightweight AKA protocol for M2M com-
munication.

Various group-based AKA protocols have been
proposed. In this paper, the group-based secure
lightweight Group-based Secure Lightweight Authen-
tication and Key Agreement (GSL-AKA) protocol is
proposed. The proposed protocol overcomes the secu-
rity and performance problems existing in the previous
protocols and resists known attacks. Moreover, due to
the lack of encryption operations (whether symmetric
or asymmetric) and the use of only hash functions, the
proposed protocol has the best performance among the
existing protocols in terms of network overheads. It is
worth noting that this paper is an extended version
of our IST'2018 conference paper [7] to which some
other contents such as formal security veri�cation, full
discussion of security properties, how to calculate the
network overheads, and so on were added.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 discusses the related research works
of the group-based AKA protocols. Section 3 presents
the proposed GSL-AKA protocol for M2M communi-
cation in LTE and 5G networks. Section 4 illustrates
the formal security analysis of the protocol using
Automated Validation of Internet Security-sensitive
Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) tool. Section
5 analyzes the security properties of the proposed
protocol and compares it with the other group-based
AKA protocols. Section 6 illustrates the comparative
performance analysis of the proposed protocol with
existing group-based AKA protocols and shows that
the network overheads of the proposed protocol are
the lowest. Then, Section 7 discusses and proves why
the proposed protocol, by meeting all the security
requirements mentioned in Section 5, is able to achieve
the lowest overheads calculated in Section 6. Finally,
Section 8 presents the concluding remarks and future
work.

2. Related works

The main goals of the group-based AKA protocols

are mutual AKA between MTCDs and the network
along with preserving MTCDs privacy and reducing
network overheads. According to these goals, a variety
of group-based AKA protocols have been proposed for
M2M communication. In this section, an overview of
available group-based AKA protocols is provided.

The �rst group-based AKA protocol was proposed
by Chen et al. [8] with the name of G-AKA. In this
protocol, the MME uses the existing information of
the �rst authenticated device to authenticate the rest
of devices. Thus, the AKA process can be simpli�ed
for all the remaining devices in the group. However,
the protocol produces the signaling congestion when
a mass of MTCDs simultaneously requires network
access. It also su�ers from various security attacks
such as Denial of Service (DoS) and Man-in-the-Middle
(MitM). To improve the security of G-AKA, Lai et
al. [9] proposed SE-AKA for 3GPP networks and Jiang
et al. [10] proposed EG-AKA for non-3GPP networks.
These protocols resist mentioned attacks, but su�er
from high computation overhead due to asymmetric
key operations.

To reduce computation overhead, Lai et al. [11]
proposed the symmetric key-based NOVEL-AKA pro-
tocol. However, it is subject to some other problems
such as network signaling congestion and is also vul-
nerable to DoS and redirection attacks. Moreover,
Choi et al. [12] proposed the GROUP-AKA protocol
that successfully reduced signaling congestion when
a mass of MTCDs simultaneously requires access to
the network and maintains the unlinkability of the
group key. However, the protocol su�ers the privacy
preservation problem and DoS attack. To improve
the security of group-based AKA protocols, Cao et
al. [13] suggested a group signature-based GBAAM-
AKA protocol, but due to asymmetric key operations,
the protocol generates high computation overhead and
fails to preserve the privacy. For preserving the privacy,
Fu et al. [14] proposed the PRIVACY-AKA protocol
that used asymmetric cryptography. The protocol
resists known attacks, but generates high computation
overhead and fails to achieve the key forward and
backward secrecy.

To reduce computation and communication over-
heads, Lai et al. [15] proposed lightweight GLARM-
AKA protocol. The protocol is useful for resource-
constrained MTCDs, but it fails to maintain the
unlinkability in the group key and su�ers from identity
catching and impersonation attacks. To maintain
security and privacy, Li et al. [16] proposed the GR-
AKA protocol which preserves the identi�er of MTCDs
with complex and time-consuming Lagrange Compo-
nent (LC) computations. Yao et al. [17] proposed
the group-based secure GBS-AKA protocol to resist
attacks and reduce communication overhead. However,
it fails to preserve the privacy of MTCDs and su�ers
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Table 1. Notations and symbols.

Notation Description Size (bits)

IMSIG1�i International mobile subscriber identi�er 128

TMSIG1�i Temporary mobile subscriber identi�er 128

LAI Location area identi�er 40

IDG1 Group identi�er 128

TIDG1 Group identi�er 128

AMF Authentication management �eld 48

MAC=XMAC Message authentication code 64

TS Time stamp 64

GAV Group authentication vector 560

RAND Random number 128

KG1�i Pre-shared secret key 128

KASME Access security management entity key 256

KG1 Group key 128

TKG1 Group temporary key 128

CK=AK Cipher/integrity key 128

SNID Serving network identi�er 128

SQN Sequence number 48

LMK Local master key 256

KIDi Key identi�er 128

LC Lagrange components 128

ECDK Elliptic curve DH key 192

ECDS Elliptic curve digital signature 448

the impersonation and DoS attacks. Moreover, it fails
to maintain the unlinkability in the group key.

To improve security, Parne et al. [18] proposed
the security-enhanced group-based SEGB-AKA proto-
col. The protocol preserves privacy of the MTCDs and
overcomes most of the known attacks. It maintains the
unlinkability in the group key and whenever one MTCD
wants to join or leave the group, the group key will
be changed. Moreover, it has reasonable computation
and communication overheads. However, the protocol
su�ers from one DoS attack and contrary to its claims,
it fails to overcome the single key problem in the
communication networks, which are fully explained in
Section 5.

In view of the above-identi�ed security and non-
security problems, GSL-AKA protocol for M2M com-
munication is proposed. The proposed protocol has
the same structure as its two previous protocols, GBS-
AKA [17] and SEGBAKA [18], and is able to improve
their properties. Moreover, the proposed protocol
successfully overcomes known security and non-security
problems and preserves the privacy of MTCDs and the
group. The proposed protocol uses only hash functions
to mutually authenticate the entities and for this rea-

son, the network overheads of the protocol are the low-
est of all other protocols. Finally, the proposed proto-
col is able to overcome the single key problem that the
previous group-based AKA protocols could not solve.

3. The proposed GSL-AKA protocol

This section introduces the proposed GSL-AKA proto-
col for M2M communication in LTE and 5G networks.
In the proposed protocol, a mass of MTCDs with the
same local communication area form a group and a
device with high communication capability is chosen
as the group leader. The group leader transfers and
receives data to/from each group members and gener-
ates and veri�es the group MACs with the participation
of all group members. If the group leader sabotages
during the authentication process, the network and the
group members will be found out and the process of
authentication will abort.

The proposed protocol consists of two phases: i)
Group initialization and key establishment phase, and
ii) Group-based authentication and key agreement
phase. The notations and symbols used in the protocol
are presented in Table 1. Note that, in these symbols,
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the notation G1 represents the group \G1" and the
notation G1�i represents the ith member of the group
\G1".

3.1. Pre-shared parameters
Before illustrating the GSL-AKA protocol, we de�ne
some basic notions and assumptions for the protocol
which are pre-shared between protocol entities. These
are as follows:

� According to the 3GPP architecture, KG1�i is the
pre-shared secret key between each MTCD and HSS;

� The Key Generation Center (KGC) generates the
secure group key (KG1) and unique group identi�er
(IDG1) for the group;

� We introduced a temporary mobile subscriber iden-
ti�er (TMSIG1�i) and a group temporary identi�er
(TIDG1), which are used to preserve IMSIG1�i and
IDG1 ;

� The symbol f1(:) is a hash-based MAC generation
function and f2(:), f3(:), and f4(:) are key genera-
tion functions. The structure of these functions is
explained in [19,20]. Note that the key used in these
functions is written as a subscript, e.g., f1

KG1�i (:)
applies KG1�i for generating MACs;

� Moreover, fs(:) is a supplementary cryptographic
one-way function. It is used to generate new TMSI
and TID;

� The channel between MME and HSS is assumed to
be secured.

3.2. Group initialization and key establishment
The key and identi�er of each group are generated with
the participation of all group members. It is necessary
to update the group key whenever a member wants
to join/leave the group. To generate a new key or
identi�er for the group, each member chooses a random
value. These values are associated with the leaf nodes
of the binary Merkle Tree; then, root node value is
calculated as the new key or identi�er. The group
key creation, distribution, and revocation in the group
communication have been widely studied and these are
out of scope of our work. These issues were covered in
[21,22].

The main di�erence between the proposed pro-
tocol and the previous protocols is that in the pro-
posed protocol, the MTCDs and the group, transmit
temporary IMSI (TMSIG1�i) and group temporary ID
(TIDG1) in wireless channels, instead of their original
values. These two temporary values are used for
preserving the identi�ers and can be generated only
by the corresponding MTCD and the HSS. At the time
of the group initialization, TMSIG1�i and TIDG1 take
certain initial values and after each successful protocol
process, these are updated as follows:

TIDnew
G1

= fsKG1
(IDGi jjRANDHSS); (1)

TMSInewG1�i = fsKG1�i (IMSIG1�i jjRANDHSS): (2)

3.3. Group-based AKA
At this phase, the GSL-AKA protocol is presented
to mutually authenticate a group of MTCDs and the
HSS/MME and share some secret session keys between
them. The proposed protocol, as its two previous pro-
tocols, uses hash functions during the authentication
process. The structure of the protocol is shown in
Figure 1 and the details are given in the following steps:

Step 1: The MTCDs, MTCDG1�1 , MTCDG1�2 ,
and MTCDG1�n of the group G1, request the MME
to access to the network through the group leader
(MTCDG1�leader ).

Step 2: The MME requests the identi�er of each
MTCDG1�i from the MTCDG1�leader .

Step 3: The MTCDG1�leader generates the identi�er
response message (AUTHG1) as follows:

� Each MTCDG1�i calculates its own authentica-
tion code as:

MACG1�i = f1
KG1�i (IDG1 jjIMSIG1�i jjTSG1):

(3)

� Later, the MTCDs forward their MACG1�i to the
MTCDG1�leader (If MTCDG1�leader does not have
TMSIG1�i of each MTCD, these send this value
to it.).

� The MTCDG1�leader generates the aggregated au-
thentication code (MACG1) using all MACG1�i
and the Location Area Identi�er (LAI) of the
corresponding base station (The LAI parameter
is used for avoiding form redirection attacks [23].).

MACG1 =f1
KG1

(MACG1�i jj:::jj
MACG1�i jjLAI): (4)

� The MTCDG1�leader generates the identi�er re-
sponse message (AUTHG1) as follows:

AUTHG1 = (TIDG1 jjTMSIG1�1 jj:::jj
TMSIG1�n jjMACG1 jjTSG1): (5)

� Finally, the MTCDG1�leader transmits AUTHG1

to the MME.

Step 4: After receiving AUTHG1 , MME concate-
nates the LAI of the corresponding base station with
AUTHG1 (AUTHG1 jjLAI) and forwards these to the
HSS.
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Figure 1. The GSL-AKA protocol.

Step 5: After acquiring AUTHG1 jjLAI from MME,
HSS authenticates all the MTCDs in the group as
follows:

� First, it veri�es whether TSG1 is in the acceptable
range or not. If it is not, HSS declines the
authentication request;

� By using TIDG1 and TMSIG1�i assigned to IDG1

and IMSIG1�i , HSS retrieves the group key (KG1)
and the respective MTCDs key (KG1�i);

� Finally, HSS computes MAC 0G1
using Eqs. (3) and

(4) and veri�es whether the computed MAC 0G1
is

matched with the received MACG1 . If these are
equal, HSS authenticates all the MTCDs in the
group; otherwise, HSS declines the authentication
request.

Step 6: After verifying MACG1 , HSS computes the
secret session keys of each MTCDG1�i as follows:

� HSS generates a random number (RANDHSS).
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� Then, HSS computes the group temporary key as:

TKG1 = f2
KG1

(IDG1 jjRANDHSS): (6)

� According to the 3GPP standards of key deriva-
tions [23], the HSS computes the integrity and
cipher keys of each MTCDG1�i as:

IKG1�i = f3
KG1�i (IMSIG1�1 jjRANDHSS); (7)

CKG1�i =f4
KG1�i (IMSIG1�1 jjRANDHSS): (8)

� Then, the secret session key is computed us-
ing KDF (Key Derivation Function) for each
MTCDG1�i from those keys (IKG1�i , CKG1�i)
as:

K
MTCDG1�i
ASME = KDF (TKG1 jjIKG1�i

jjCKG1�i jjIDG1 jjIMSIG1�1): (9)

Step 7: After computing the session keys, HSS
generates the authentication response message and
new temporary identi�ers as follows:
� HSS computes the MACHSS as:

MACHSS = f1
TKG1

(RANDHSS jjAMF ): (10)

� HSS generates AUTHHSS as:
AUTHHSS = (MACHSS jjRANDHSS jjAMF ):

(11)

� HSS computes the respective authentication code
for each MTCDG1�i as:

XMACG1�i = f1
KG1�i (IDG1 jjIMSIG1�i

jjRANDHSS): (12)

� HSS generates the aggregated respective authenti-
cation code for the group as follows:

XMACG1 = f1
KG1

(XMACG1�i jj:::jj
XMACG1�i): (13)

� HSS assigns a new TIDG1 for G1 using Eq. (1)
and a new TMSIG1�i for each MTCDG1�i using
Eq. (2) for establishing further communications.

� Later, the HSS generates the Group Authenti-
cation Vector (GAV) from the above computed
parameters.
GAV = (AUTHHSS jjXMACG1 jj

TIDG1 jjTKG1): (14)

� Finally, HSS transmits the authentication re-
sponse message (TMSIG1�i jjKMTCDG1�i

ASME jjGAV )
to MME.

Step 8: After receiving the authentication response
message (TMSIG1�i jjKMTCDG1�i

ASME jjGAV ):
� MME stores the authentication response message

for communicating with MTCDs and further au-
thentication processes.

� Then, MME generates RANDMME and calculates
the MACMME as follows:

MACMME=f1
TKG1

(MACHSS jjRANDMME):
(15)

� Later, MME generates authentication token as:

AUTHMME = (MACMME jjRANDMME

jjMACHSS jjRANDHSS jjAMF ):
(16)

� Finally, it sends AUTHMME to the
MTCDG1�leader .

Step 9: After acquiring AUTHMME ,
MTCDG1�leader performs the following operations:
� MTCDG1�leader computes MAC 0HSS using Eq.

(10) and veri�es whether the computed MAC 0HSS
is matched with the received MACHSS . If these
are equal, the MTCDG1�leader authenticates the
HSS; otherwise, the MTCDG1�leader aborts the
authentication process;

� TheMTCDG1�leader computes MAC 0MME
using Eq. (15) and veri�es whether the computed
MAC 0MME is matched with the received
MACMME . If these are equal, the
MTCDG1�leader authenticates the MME; other-
wise, MTCDG1�leader aborts the authentication
process;

� Finally, the MTCDG1�leader broadcasts
RANDHSS and the successful HSS/MME au-
thentication message to all the MTCDs in the
group. If the MTCDG1�leader sabotages during
the authentication process, the network and the
group members are determined by XMACG1�i
and XMACG1 .

Step 10: Now, each MTCDG1�i performs the
following operations:
� Each MTCDG1�i computes the group temporary

key, integrity key, and cipher key using Eqs. (6),
(7), and (8) and generates the secret session
key K

MTCDG1�i
ASME using Eq. (9) to communicate

securely with the HSS/MME;
� Each MTCDG1�i generates its respective authen-

tication code (XMAC 0G1�i) using Eq. (12) and
sends it to the MTCDG1�leader .

Step 11: The MTCDG1�leader calculates the ag-
gregated respective authentication code (XMAC 0G1

)
using Eq. (13) and sends it to the MME for mutual
authentication of each MTCDG1�i with the MME.
Step 12: Finally, MME veri�es whether XMAC 0G1

sent from the MTCDG1�leader matches with
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XMACG1 sent from the HSS or not. If these
are equal, MME broadcasts to each MTCDG1�i
unforgeable authentication success message (e.g.,
TMSInewG1�i value). Otherwise, MME broadcasts
authentication failure message.

After the successful protocol process, the group
calculates new TIDG1 and each MTCDG1�i calculates
new TMSIG1�i for communicating with the network
and future authentication purpose.

4. Formal security veri�cation using AVISPA
tool

The GSL-AKA protocol was coded in HLPSL [24] lan-
guage and tested by the formal security veri�cation, the
AVISPA tool [11-25], to analyze its security properties.
The main goal of the protocol is to provide mutual
authentication between each MTCD and the network
entities (HSS and MME). In addition, the proposed
protocol should be able to provide the con�dentiality of
the pre-shared secret key for each MTCD (KG1�i) and
the group key (KG1) during the authentication process.
The goals of the protocol are given in Figure 2. The
protocol has three main parties: MTCDs, MME, and
HSS. The roles of these parties in HLPSL language
are described in Appendix A. It is assumed that
the channel between the HSS and MME is secure
and an attacker only dominates the channel between
the MTCDs and the MME. The outputs of security
analysis and veri�cation using OFMC and CL-AtSe
backends in the AVISPA tool are shown in Figures 3

Figure 2. The goals of the proposed GSL-AKA protocol.

Figure 3. Result summarized by OFMC backend.

Figure 4. Result summarized by CL-AtSe backend.

and 4, respectively. The results prove that the GSL-
AKA protocol can reach the mentioned goals and also
resist all the speci�c attacks (such as replay, MitM and
redirection attacks), which prevent the protocol from
achieving these goals.

5. Security analysis

This section discusses the security properties of the
proposed GSL-AKA protocol in terms of mutual au-
thentication between protocol entities, key agreement
between them, protection of the pre-shared secret keys,
privacy preservation of the group and the MTCDs, and
resistance against all the known attacks. Moreover,
at the end of this section, we explain the reason why
the previous SEGB-AKA protocol [18], contrary to its
claims, fails to solve the single key problem and su�ers
from one DoS attack.

5.1. Security analysis of the proposed protocol
In this subsection, we analyze why the proposed pro-
tocol could achieve the de�ned security requirements
and resist known attacks. In this security analysis,
it is assumed that there is a secure channel between
MME and HSS. Thus, an attacker can only access the
channel between each MTCD to the group leader and
the channel between the group leader to the MME, and
he/she can eavesdrop and modify messages transmitted
in these channels. Security analysis of the protocol is
as follows:

� Basic security requirements: In the proposed
protocol, one entity authenticates another secondary
entity by unique MACs sent from the secondary
entity. The HSS authenticates the group and each
MTCDG1�i by verifying the MACG1 (Eq. (4)) sent
from the group. In the same way, the MME authen-
ticates them using the XMACG1 (Eq. (13)). These
two values are as a function of pre-shared secret
keys and can be generated only by the corresponding
MTCD and the group. Moreover, the group authen-
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ticates the HSS and MME by verifying MACHSS
and MACMEE (Eqs. (10) and (15), respectively)
sent from the network. These MACs are generated
by using group temporary keys (TKG1). Thus, an
adversary cannot generate them without knowing
group temporary keys. Finally, for avoiding reuse of
the MACs, the random numbers (TSG1 , RANDHSS
and RANDMME) are embedded in their generation
functions;

� Privacy preservation : To preserve the pri-
vacy, the previous protocols encrypt identi�ers with
symmetric or asymmetric keys, but the proposed
protocol uses temporary identi�ers (TIDG1 and
TMSIG1�i) without using any encryption opera-
tions. These two temporary identi�ers get new
values after each successful protocol process using
one-way hash functions (Eqs. (1) and (2) show how
these values are generated) and no one else can
�nd out their original values from them. Thus, the
proposed protocol preserves the privacy and due to
the lack of encryption operations for preserving the
privacy, it has very low computation overhead;

� Network signaling congestion prevention : In
the proposed protocol, each MTCDG1�i gener-
ates its unique MAC (MACG1�i and XMACG1�i ,
Eqs. (3) and (12), respectively) and sends them
to MTCDG1�leader . For reducing signaling conges-
tion and communication overhead, MTCDG1�leader
aggregates them into the one MAC (MACG1 and
XMACG1 , Eqs. (4) and (13), respectively) and
afterwards, sends them to the network. Moreover,
the HSS and MME, for authenticating themselves
to the group, use only one MAC (MACHSS and
MACMME , Eqs. (10) and (15), respectively) per
group instead of one MAC per each MTCD. Hence,
the proposed protocol prevents the network from
signaling congestion;

� Maintaining the unlinkability of the ses-
sion keys: After each successful running of
the proposed protocol, the session keys between
each MTCDG1�i and the network (K

MTCDG1�i
ASME ,

IKG1�i , and CKG1�i) are updated as a function of
random numbers (RANDHSS). Then, when one of
these session keys is revealed, an adversary cannot
link it to its previous and next session keys;

� Maintaining the unlinkability of the group
keys: Whenever one MTCD wants to join or leave
the group, the key of the group (KG1) is updated
with the participation of all group members. The
group key update process was explained in Sec-
tion 3.2. Then, there is no way to link the current
group key to the next or previous group keys;

� Solution to the single key problem : The secu-
rity of the symmetric key AKA protocols completely

depends on the pre-shared secret keys and once these
keys are compromised, all other secret data can be
recovered and then an adversary can authenticate
him/herself to the network. First, in the previous
SEGB-AKA protocol paper [18], Parne et al. in-
troduced a method for preserving pre-shared keys
and solving the single key exposure problem. This
method consists of two recommendations: First,
the pre-shared secret keys should only be used as
keys of MAC functions and key generators and
never be used explicitly. Second, whenever an
adversary discovers these pre-shared keys, he/she
can never discover any session keys and authenticate
him/herself to the network. One of the most
important properties of the proposed protocol is
that the proposed protocol can overcome the single
key problem which all AKA protocols could not
overcome. For overcoming this problem, �rst, in
the proposed protocol, we use only hash functions
(fsKG1�i , f

1
KG1�i , f

3
KG1�i , and f4

KG1�i ) during the
protocol process in which the keys of these functions
are embedded in the pre-shared secret key (KG1�i).
Second, if an adversary compromises the pre-shared
secret key (KG1�i , one of the inputs of the hash
functions) and obtains the outputs of these functions
by eavesdropping on the channel, he/she will never
be able to obtain other inputs of the hash functions
and compromise any other secret data and keys. In
the proposed protocol, there are several secret data
such as IMSIG1�i of each MTCDG1�i and IDG1

and KG1 of the group which are used only as one
input of hash functions and never be revealed in any
way (note that when the MTCDs and the group
want to introduce themselves to the network and
other entities, use temporary identi�ers (TMSIG1�i
and TIDG1)). For this reason, the IMSIG1�i ,
IDG1 , and KG1 can be used as a key and secret
data. Thus, whenever an adversary compromises
the pre-shared secret key (KG1�i) without knowing
other secret data (such as pre-mentioned IMSIG1�i ,
IDG1 , and KG1), he/she can never generate mes-
sage authentication codes (MACG1 and XMACG1 ,
Eqs. (4) and Eq. (13), respectively) and authenticate
him/herself to the network. Thus, the proposed
protocol can solve the single key exposure problem;

� Resistance against redirection attack : In redi-
rection attack, an adversary establishes a false base
station to impersonate a legal MME and access users
secure data. In the proposed protocol, the LAI of
the connected base station is embedded into the
aggregated authentication code (MACG1 , Eq. (4))
for avoiding redirection attack. Then, when the HSS
computes MAC 0G1

using the LAI sent from MME
and �nds out that the MACG1 sent from MME is
not equal to MAC 0G1

, it becomes aware of when the
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attack occurs and rejects the authentication request;

� Resistance against MitM attack : In the
proposed protocol, the authentication codes of each
MTCD (MACG1�i and XMACG1�i , Eqs. (3) and
(12), respectively) are generated using secret data
such as pre-shared secret keys (KG1�i). Without
knowing them, an adversary can never establish
MitM attack and generate these authentication
codes to authenticate itself instead of a legal
MTCD to the network. Then, the protocol resists
MitM attack;

� Resistance against impersonation attack :
The access security management entity key
(K

MTCDG1�i
ASME , Eq. (9)) between each MTCDG1�i

and the network is generated using secret data and
keys such as the pre-shared session key (KG1�i) and
the group temporary key (TKG1). In this way, an
adversary can never generate this key and modify
and decrypt the communication messages between
the MTCDG1�i and the network. Moreover,
an adversary can never generate the aggregated
authentication codes (MACG1 and XMACG1 ,
Eqs. (4) and (13), respectively) and impersonate a
legal group to the network;

� Resistance against replay attack : In the
proposed protocol, to resist replay attack, the
random numbers or timestamps (RANDHSS ,
RANDMME , and TSG1) are embedded in the
authentication codes of each MTCD (MACG1�i
and XMACG1�i , Eqs. (3) and (12), respectively)
and the MACs of the HSS and MME (MACHSS
and MACMME , Eqs. (10) and (15), respectively).
Thus, these random numbers prevent these MACs
from replaying and reusing;

� Resistance against DoS attack : In the DoS at-
tacks, an adversary, during the authentication pro-
cedure sends invalid data or prevents valid messages
from reaching to the victim entity to disrupt its
actions. The usual mechanism for resisting DoS at-
tacks applied in the existing AKA protocols, such as
GLARM-AKA [15], GR-AKA [16], and SEGB-AKA
[18] protocols, is using Message Authentication
Codes (MACs). In the proposed protocol, the group
generates their MACs (MACG1 and XMACG1 ,
Eqs. (4) and (13), respectively) as a function of all
the transmitted data and then, sends them to the
network to authenticate their transmitted data to it.
Moreover, the HSS and MME generate their MACs
(MACHSS and MACMME , Eqs. (10) and (15), re-
spectively) as a function of all the transmitted data
and then send them to the group to authenticate
them to the group. Hence, it is not possible to
launch DoS attacks to the protocol. Moreover, in
the proposed protocol, there is no trust between the

MTCDs and the group leader. The pre-mentioned
(MACs) are generated such that whenever one of
the group members sends invalid data to the other
group members, these can determine this malicious
act and prevent it. For instance, as explained in
Step 9 of the protocol procedure, if the group leader
sends invalid data to the MTCDs, the network
entities can �nd out this malicious act by computing
XMACG1�i and XMACG1 (Eqs. (12) and (13),
respectively) and abort the authentication process.
Or, whenever a malicious MTCD sends an invalid
dataset such as invalid message authentication codes
(MACG1�i and XMACG1�i , Eqs. (3) and (12),
respectively), the network entities in collaboration
with the group leader can determine this malicious
act (by calculating MACG1 and XMACG1 , Eqs. (4)
and (13), respectively) and expel the malicious
MTCD from the group.

5.2. Security problems of the SEGB-AKA
In this section, we briey explain the security problems
of the previous protocol, the SEGB-AKA protocol [18],
and show that the protocol, contrary to its claims,
could not solve the single key problem and su�er from
one DoS attack.

Contrary to the claims of the SEGB-AKA pro-
tocol, it fails to overcome the single key problem.
The SEGB-AKA protocol encrypts IMSIG1�i of each
MTCDG1�i with symmetric keys (SSDKis). The
symmetric keys in the SEGB-AKA protocol are up-
dated after each successful protocol process by unique
key identi�ers (KIDis). The SSDKis represent a
function of KIDi and pre-shared secret keys. Since
the KIDis are transmitted in a non-encrypted manner
through the wireless channels, if an adversary compro-
mises the pre-shared secret key, he/she will be able to
achieve the SSDKis and decrypt the identi�ers and
other data and compromise the session keys. Then,
the SEGB-AKA protocol fails to overcome the single
key problem in the communication networks.

Moreover, the SEGB-AKA protocol is also vul-
nerable to one DoS attack. In this protocol, the
symmetric keys for encryption (SSDKis) are updated
after each successful protocol process using the unique
key identi�ers (KIDis). In this method, HSS sends
encrypted new KIDi to each MTCD and then the
MTCD decrypts KIDi and generates new SSDKi as
a function of it. However, in the SEGB-AKA protocol,
there is no mechanism to con�rm the accuracy of new
KIDis. In this way, whenever an adversary changes
the encrypted new KIDi, the MTCD cannot �nd
out that this value has been changed. Then, the
MTCD decrypts wrong KIDi and generates invalid
new SSDKi and thus, it can never run the protocol
again.

The comparative security analysis between the
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Table 2. Security analysis between group-based AKA protocols.
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SP1 Symmetric Hybrid Hybrid Symmetric Symmetric Asymmetric Hybrid Symmetric Asymmetric - Symmetric -

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP3 Yes No No Yes No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes

SP4 No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes

SP5 No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP6 No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

SP7 No No No No Yes No No No Yes No Yes Yes

SP8 No No No No No No No No No No No Yes

SP9 No Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP10 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes

SP12 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP13 No Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

Note: SP1: Type of cryptosystem; SP2: Basic security requirements; SP3: Follow the 3GPP standard; SP4: Privacy preservation;

SP5: Network signaling congestion prevention; SP6: Maintenance the unlinkability of session keys; SP7: Maintenance the

unlinkability of group keys; SP8: Solution to the single key problem; SP9: Resistance against redirection attack;

SP10: Resistance against MitM attack; SP11: Resistance against impersonation attack;

SP12: Resistance against replay attack; SP13: Resistance against DoS attack.

proposed protocol and the previous group-based AKA
protocols is shown in Table 2. It is observed that the
proposed protocol is able to achieve all the security
goals without using any symmetric or asymmetric
encryption operations.

6. Performance analysis

In this section, our proposed GSL-AKA protocol is
compared with the existing group-based AKA pro-
tocols in terms of communication and computation
overheads and shows that the proposed protocol has
the lowest overheads. To evaluate the mentioned
overheads, let there be n number of MTCDs in m
groups. Note that since the overheads for creating
groups, joining or leaving groups and distributing the
group keys are negligible (these are shown in [21,22]),
we ignored them in computing the total overheads of
the group-based AKA protocols.

6.1. Communication overhead
The total bits transmitted in protocol process is the
communication overhead of protocol. According to
Figure 1 and Table 1, the communication overhead
per each message of the proposed protocol can be

calculated as follows:

M1 = (MACG1�i) = 64 � n;
M2 = (AUTHG1) = 128 � n+ 256 �m;
M3 = (AUTHG1 jjLAI) = 128 � n+ 296 �m;
M4 = (TMSIG1�i jjKMTCDG1�i

ASME jjGAV ) = 384 � n;
+560 �m;

M5 = (AUTHMME) = 432 �m;
M6 = (RANDHSS) = 128 �m;
M7 = (XMACG1�i) = 64 � n;
M8 = (XMACG1) = 64 �m:

Then, the total communication overhead of the
proposed protocol is the sum of the above calculated
overheads and equal to 768 � n + 1736 � m. The
communication overhead of other group-based AKA
protocols were calculated in [18], like our calculation
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Figure 5. Comparison of the communication overheads: (a) m = 1 and (b) m = 100.

Figure 6. Comparison of the computation overheads: (a) m = 1 and (b) m = 100.

method. The comparative analysis of communication
overhead of existing group-based AKA protocols is
illustrated in Figure 5. It is observed that the proposed
protocol has the lowest communication overhead of all
other group AKA protocols.

6.2. Computation overhead
The total computation overhead of the proposed proto-
col can be calculated by considering the execution time
of the applied cryptographic functions in terms of n
and m. The execution time of cryptographic functions
is presented in [12,16]. The computation overhead of
the proposed protocol at the MTCDs is equal to:

(2Thash) � n+ (4Thash) �m;
and at the network is:

(2Thash) � n+ (4Thash) �m:
Thus, the total computation overhead is equal to:

(4Thash) � n+ (8Thash) �m:
Moreover, the computation overheads of other

protocols were calculated in [18], the same as our cal-
culation method. Figure 6 illustrates the comparative
analysis of computation overhead of the existing group
AKA protocols. It can be seen that the proposed GSL-
AKA protocol has the lowest computation overhead as
it only uses hash functions during the authentication
process.

7. Proving of the relative lowest overheads

This section illustrates the reason why the communica-
tion and computation overheads of the proposed GSL-
AKA protocol, in comparison with the previous group-
based AKA protocols, are the lowest. This illustration
proves that the proposed protocol, by meeting all the
security requirements mentioned in Section 5, is able
to achieve the lowest overheads calculated in Section 6.
Thus, this section combines the results of the two
previous sections.

7.1. Communication overhead
In this part, we discuss why the communication over-
head of the proposed protocol is the lowest. As
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mentioned in the previous section, the communication
overhead of one protocol is the total bits transmitted
during its process. The total communication over-
head of the proposed protocol is divided into three
di�erent categories. First, in the proposed protocol,
the group members in Step 3 embed their identi�ers
(TMSIG1�i and TIDG1) into the AUTHG1 message
and then, send them to the network to introduce
themselves to it. Second, at the end of Step 7, the
HSS sends new session keys (K

MTCDG1�i
ASME ) and new

identi�ers (TIDG1 and TMSIG1�i) to the MME to
communicate this entity independently with the group.
Moreover, the third category is that the authentication
challenges messages (MACGi , XMACGi , MACHSS ,
and MACMME) and their random inputs (TSG1 ,
RANDHSS , and RANDMME) which are transmitted
in the channel for authenticating mutually the group
with the HSS and MME.

The �rst and second categories are necessary
to transmit and the communication overhead of all
AKA protocols includes these two categories. In fact,
how to transfer these categories between the network
entities and size of them are standardized by the 3GPP
committee. In this way, these must be the same as
the standard protocol for 4G networks, EPS-AKA [23].
The size of these values is mentioned in Table 1 and
Figure 1 shows how these are transmitted between
network entities.

About the third category, each of the AKA
protocols uses their own authentication method to
authenticate the network entities mutually. The �rst
security requirement considered in this type of AKA
protocols is mutual authentication between the group
and the network entities (MME and HSS). Thus,
there are at least four challenges applied in these
protocols that each entities by solving one of them
and declaring the answer, authenticates itself to the
others. Each of the AKA protocols use some crypto-
graphic functions for implementing its challenges and
the proposed protocol uses only hash functions to
implement them. In the proposed GSL-AKA protocol,
there are existing four MACs (MACG1�i , XMACG1�i ,
MACHSS , and MACMEE) and three random numbers
(TSG1 ,RANDHSS , and RANDMME) that each entity
by generating one of them and sending it with its
random number to the others, authenticates itself (The
generator entity of each MACs and these transmission
method are shown in Figure 1). According to the
3GPP standards of the AKA parameters size (some
of them and their size are mentioned in Table 1),
the hash functions have the lowest communication
overhead during its process, in comparison with ex-
isting authentication methods. Moreover, to reduce
communication overhead of the authentication pro-
cess, MTCDG1�leader aggregates all the authentica-
tion codes (MACG1�i and XMACG1�i) into one au-

thentication code (MACG1 and XMACG1 , Eqs. (4)
and (13), respectively) and then sends them to the
network. Thus, the communication overhead of the
authentication process in the proposed protocol is the
lowest.

Finally, for achieving all the de�ned security
requirements for the group-based AKA protocols (these
security requirements are mentioned in Section 5),
most of the other group-based AKA protocols transmit
additional data categories and so, the communication
overhead of them is increased. However, the proposed
protocol transmits only those three categories and for
achieving the de�ned security requirements, there is no
need to transmit additional data. In Sections 4 and 5,
it was proven that the proposed protocol could achieve
all the de�ned security requirements. In this way, the
communication overhead of the proposed protocol is
equal to those three categories. Then, according to
the previous paragraph contents, the communication
overhead of the proposed protocol is the lowest. In
other words, the proposed protocol, by meeting all the
security requirements mentioned in Section 5, is able
to achieve the lowest communication overhead.

7.2. Computation overhead
As mentioned in the previous subsection, to satisfy the
�rst security requirement de�ned in Section 5, all the
group-based AKA protocols must mutually authenti-
cate the group with the network entities (HSS and
MME). Thus, in these protocols, some challenges are
considered, that is, by solving one of these challenges
and presenting the response, each entity authenticates
itself to the others (this process is known as challenge-
response process). Thus, in the group-based AKA
protocols, there are at least 4 challenges for performing
the authentication mechanism. In all of the group-
based AKA protocols, the existence of the challenge-
response process is required and each of them performs
it in di�erent ways. The proposed protocol uses
hash functions to authenticate mutually each entity.
Therefore, there are four message authentication codes
(MACG1�i , XMACG1�i , MACHSS , and MACMEE)
and their random numbers (TSG1 , RANDHSS , and
RANDMME) applied as authentication challenges (in
Section 5.1, the authentication process for each en-
tity is fully explained). Since hash functions are
the fastest cryptographic function in comparison with
other existing cryptographic functions (the execution
time of cryptographic functions is presented in [12,16]),
the computation overhead of the challenge-response
process in the proposed protocol is the lowest.

In addition, to satisfy another security require-
ments mentioned in Section 5, each protocol uses other
cryptographic functions such as symmetric or asym-
metric encryption during its run, thereby increasing
their computation overhead. However, due to the
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structural features of the proposed protocol, there is
no need to use any other additional cryptographic
functions, and this protocol without using any other
cryptographic functions could achieve all the de�ned
security requirements (this is proved in Section 4 and
Section 5.1). Thus, the total computation overhead
of the proposed protocol is the same computation
overhead of its challenge-response process mentioned
in the previous paragraph. Moreover, since the pre-
mentioned challenge response overhead of the proposed
protocol is the lowest of the other existing authen-
tication methods, the total computation overhead of
the proposed protocol is the lowest. That is, none
of the previous group-based AKA protocols, by using
existing cryptographic functions, could achieve com-
putation overhead less than our protocol computation
overhead.

8. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, the Group-based Secure Lightweight
Authentication and Key Agreement (GSL-AKA) pro-
tocol for Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication
in Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and 5G networks was
proposed. Compared with the prior group-based Au-
thentication and Key Agreement (AKA), the GSL-
AKA protocol could achieve all the security goals,
overcome all the known attacks, preserve the privacy of
the MTC Devices (MTCDs), and overcome the single
key problem which the previous group-based AKA
protocols could not solve. Moreover, our performance
analysis showed that the proposed protocol had the
best communication and computation overheads and
these were the lowest.

In the machine-type communication, when a
group of MTCDs move to the coverage of new eNB
simultaneously, they must re-authenticate to the net-
work. If the existing group-based AKA protocols
are used to re-authenticate, the network will face
long delays and huge communication and computation
overheads. For this reason, it is necessary to propose a
robust group-based handover authentication protocol
for re-authenticating a group of MTCDs simultane-
ously in handover scenarios. Therefore, our future
work is proposing the group-based secure lightweight
handover authentication GSLHA protocol for M2M
communication which is able to achieve all the security
goals and has the lowest network overheads.
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Appendix A

HLPSL codes of the proposed GSL-AKA
protocol

The basic roles of the MTCDs, HSS, and MME of the
proposed protocol in HLPSL language are illustrated in
Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3 respectively. Note that the
SymmetricKey parameter mentioned in these roles is
used to provide security for channels between HSS and
MME.

Figure A.1. The role of the MTCDs.

Figure A.2. The role of the HSS.
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Figure A.3. The role of the MME.
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